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Might the Tech Lash Lead to a Tech Bust?
We recently read “Unicorns, Cheshire Cats and the New Dilemmas of Entrepreneurial Finance?”, authored by
Martin Kenny and John Zysman of the Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy, with great relish.
In the paper, the researchers actively challenge the belief that the continued growth and dominance of winnertake-all business models are inevitable. The research suggests that extended cycles of quantitative easing and
the resulting easy access to capital (debt), has allowed more unprofitable business models to be sustained. In
turn, early investors in these businesses patiently observe extended periods of losses, all in the hopes that
these companies will eventually gain monopolistic power and earn substantial profits (coined as Unicorns)i –
e.g., the Ubersii, Lyftsiii and WeWorksiv of the world.
However, there are two important questions that must be considered:
1. Is monopolistic power truly a social good?
2. Will investors actually be compensated for their patience if government bodies step in to regulate
monopolistic profit levels, or will these Unicorns turn out to be Cheshire Cats?
There is no way of knowing what the future holds for these prospective Unicorns, but this environment reminds
us of the enthusiasm of “new economy” stocks over “old economy” stocks in 2000. And, as you may recall, the
unwinding of that euphoria led to several years of outperformance by active value managers.
For more details from the report, read: Unicorns, Cheshire Cats, and the New Dilemmas of Entrepreneurial
Finance?
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